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[1] Half-hourly measurements of the net exchanges of carbon dioxide and water vapor

between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere provide estimates of gross primary
production (GPP) and evapotranspiration (ET) at the ecosystem level and on daily to
annual timescales. The ratio of these quantities represents ecosystem water use efficiency.
Its multiplication with mean daylight vapor pressure deficit (VPD) leads to a quantity
which we call ‘‘inherent water use efficiency’’ (IWUE*). The dependence of IWUE* on
environmental conditions indicates possible adaptive adjustment of ecosystem physiology
in response to a changing environment. IWUE* is analyzed for 43 sites across a range of
plant functional types and climatic conditions. IWUE* increases during short-term
moderate drought conditions. Mean annual IWUE* varied by a factor of 3 among all
sites. This is partly explained by soil moisture at field capacity, particularly in deciduous
broad-leaved forests. Canopy light interception sets the upper limits to canopy
photosynthesis, and explains half the variance in annual IWUE* among herbaceous
ecosystems and evergreen needle-leaved forests. Knowledge of IWUE* offers
valuable improvement to the representation of carbon and water coupling in ecosystem
process models.
Citation: Beer, C., et al. (2009), Temporal and among-site variability of inherent water use efficiency at the ecosystem level, Global
Biogeochem. Cycles, 23, GB2018, doi:10.1029/2008GB003233.

1. Introduction
[2] Both photosynthesis and transpiration at the leaf
level are dependent on local microclimate and coupled
aerodynamic and stomatal conductances. Leaf-level demand
for water has to be matched by soil water extraction by
the plant, and this depends on root distribution, soil water
content, and hydraulic conductivity in the soil matrix. If
plant water use exceeds soil water recharge, it can lead to
restrictions on plant water uptake, reduce stomatal conduc1
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tance, and cause a feedback on leaf-level processes and
evaporative losses. It has been proposed [Cowan and
Farquhar, 1977] that plants control stomata to optimally
satisfy the trade-off between the amount of carbon assimilated and the amount of water transpired. The amount of
carbon gained per unit of water loss, called water use
efficiency (WUE), is used to quantify this trade-off. Leaflevel measurements, however, have demonstrated the strong
dependence of stomatal conductance on the difference
between ambient and inner-leaf vapor pressure [Lange et
al., 1971; Schulze and Hall, 1982]. Stomatal conductance
determines both diffusion of CO2 into the leaf and diffusion
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Table 1. Definitions of Water Use Efficiency, Intrinsic Water Use Efficiency, and Inherent Water Use Efficiency at Different Levels of
Organizationa
Leaf level
Ecosystem level

Water Use Efficiency

Intrinsic Water Use Efficiency

Inherent Water Use Efficiency

WUE = A/E
WUE* = GPP/ET

WUEi = A/g
WUE*i = GPP/Gs

IWUE* = GPP*VPD/ET

a
The star marker indicates definitions of water use efficiency at the ecosystem level. The quantities carbon assimilation (A), transpiration (E), stomatal
conductance (g), surface conductance (Gs), gross primary production (GPP), evapotranspiration (ET), and vapor pressure deficit (VPD) represent time
integrals over any length. See section 2 for assumptions to be made for moving from the leaf level to the ecosystem level.

of water out of it with the diffusion coefficient being higher
for the lighter H2O molecules. This physical process acts
on WUE in addition to the performance of carboxylation in
relation to inner-leaf CO2 concentration. Hence, the ratio
between assimilation rate and stomatal conductance called
intrinsic WUE (WUEi) is more appropriate than WUE
for describing the biochemical functions of vascular plants
(cf. Table 1).
[3] Direct measurements of carbon and water exchange
between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere provide
the opportunity to examine water use efficiency at the
ecosystem level [Law et al., 2002; Lloyd et al., 2002; Arneth
et al., 2006]. However, net carbon assimilation and transpiration are not directly quantified from such measurements.
Instead, gross primary production (GPP) and evapotranspiration (ET) are derived from measurements of net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and latent heat flux. Section 2 explains
how water use efficiency at the ecosystem level (WUE*)
can be computed from GPP and ET, and under which
assumptions. The star marker is used in this paper to indicate
that water use efficiency is derived from ecosystem-scale
observations (cf. Table 1).
[4] Reichstein et al. [2007] inferred a slight decrease of
WUE* during the severe drought in European forests in
summer 2003. Further conclusions at process level of such
findings, however, cannot be clearly drawn because the
effect of vapor pressure deficit (VPD) on canopy conductance [Bierhuizen and Slatyer, 1965; Sinclair et al., 1984;
Baldocchi et al., 1985; Monteith, 1986; Irvine et al., 2004]
confounds the individual responses of GPP and ET to
changing environmental conditions. Using intrinsic water
use efficiency at the ecosystem level (WUE*i) is more
appropriate than using WUE* for such purpose.
[5] At the ecosystem level, WUE*i can be calculated as
the ratio between GPP and surface conductance [Lloyd et
al., 2002; Arneth et al., 2006] (cf. Table 1). In doing so, the
Penman-Monteith equation needs to be inverted by using
meteorological data to infer surface conductance.
[6] In this paper we propose a different method, that is the
usage of tower flux data and VPD to investigate a proxy of
intrinsic water use efficiency at the ecosystem level, which
we call ‘‘inherent water use efficiency’’ (IWUE*). Section 2
explains in detail differences between the definitions of
water use efficiency (Table 1) at the leaf level and at the
ecosystem level.
[7] The aims of this study are to examine if the intrinsic
link between carbon and water fluxes through stomatal
conductance exists at the ecosystem level for a global cross
section of plant functional types and climate regimes, and to
analyze and predict among-site variability of mean annual
IWUE* for different ecosystems. The recent increase in

availability of flux data around the globe has allowed us to
expand the analysis to more locations and environmental
conditions. Our objectives are (1) to generate new hypotheses about long-term adaptation of plant physiology to
environmental conditions and (2) to develop empirical
models that can be applied globally to derive spatial patterns
of mean IWUE* of ecosystems [cf. Beer et al., 2007]. Such
spatial details of IWUE* will enable a novel and important
evaluation of process-based terrestrial ecosystem models.
They will also allow for a data-driven scaling of GPP from
the ecosystem level to the globe.

2. Methods
2.1. Intrinsic Link Between Carbon and Water Fluxes
in Vascular Plants
[8] Under steady state environmental conditions, the rate
of carbon assimilation (A) equals the rate of diffusion of
CO2 molecules into the leaf, and the rate of transpiration (E)
equals the rate of diffusion of H2O molecules out of the leaf
[Lambers et al., 1998]. A and E thus can be described
following Fick [1855]:
A ¼ DCO2  a 

¼g

ca  ci
pa

ca  ci
pa

E ¼ DH2 O  a 

¼ 1:6  g 

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ei  ea
pa

ð3Þ

ei  ea
:
pa

ð4Þ

[9] Here, DCO2 and DH2O denote to the diffusion coefficients of carbon dioxide and water vapor, respectively. a is
the cross-sectional area of the stomata, pa the atmospheric
pressure, ca  ci the difference between ambient and innerleaf partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and ei  ea the
related water vapor pressure difference. g = DCO2  a is
stomatal conductance. The factor 1.6 arises because lighter
H2O molecules diffuse more rapidly than does CO2. At the
leaf level, the intrinsic water use efficiency
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is used to express the performance of a particular ci or a
particular ci/ca by the plant under given environmental
conditions [Wong et al., 1979; Katul et al., 2000].
[10] At the ecosystem level, a measure analogous to
WUEi is WUE*i = GPP/Gs (cf. Table 1) with Gs being
surface conductance derived from meteorological variables
and the latent energy flux by inverting the Penman-Monteith
equation. Such an approach, however, made it difficult to
extrapolate GPP to whole watersheds as performed by Beer
et al. [2007], because of the large number of variables
required. Hence, in this paper, we use an alternative representation of intrinsic water use efficiency (1) by approximating the vapor pressure difference ei  ea by atmospheric
vapor pressure deficit (VPD) under the assumption of equal
temperatures of leaves and atmosphere, (2) by neglecting
aerodynamic resistance through the boundary layer, and
(3) by approximating carbon assimilation A and transpiration E by GPP and ET inferred from flux tower observations
of NEE and latent energy during dry days (cf. section 2.3).
[11] With these assumptions, equation (4) can be resolved
to g as
g* ¼

ET  pa
:
1:6  VPD

ð6Þ

[12] The introduction of this equation into equation (2)
leads to an ecosystem-level representation of WUEi alternative to WUE*i which we call inherent water use efficiency
(IWUE*):
IWUE * ¼

GPP  VPD ca*  ci*
¼
½hPa:
ET
1:6

ð7Þ

[13] The usage of the star marker indicates that IWUE*
is based on measures at the ecosystem level. Both WUEi
and IWUE* describe the status of ci but at different
spatial scales, leaf, and ecosystem. High ci of a specific
leaf will be expressed by low WUEi under constant ca and
pa (equation (5)). In equation (7) c*i represents a weighted
average through the canopy and within the tower footprint.
If this value increases everywhere under constant ca,
IWUE* will be low, independent of pa. However, changing
of this weighting of ci values within the canopy will also
influence IWUE*.
2.2. Water Use Efficiency as a Ratio of TimeIntegrated Quantities
[14] WUE is defined by the ratio between carbon assimilation and transpiration, both integrated over a certain time
period [Farquhar et al., 1982]. This quantity equals the
slope of the linear function A = f(E) because this function
theoretically passes the (0, 0) point. Both quantities, however, are not directly measurable by means of the eddy
covariance technique. Therefore, surrogates like dNEE
dET or
dGPP
dET under a constant ei  ea > 0 have been used at the
ecosystem level [Baldocchi et al., 2001; Law et al., 2002;
Kuglitsch et al., 2008], because changing NEE or GPP as a
function of changing ET is mainly determined by WUE. For
the few purposes of the discussion in section 3.1, we will
therefore present the slope of the regression line in addition
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to the ratio of integrals. Otherwise, WUE, WUE*, WUEi,
WUE*i, and IWUE* are always defined by quantities that
are integrated or averaged over time (Table 1). For the
analysis of spatial variability, IWUE* is first calculated
annually and then averaged over the years of measurement
at each site.
2.3. Flux Data Processing
[15] Common data processing was performed to derive
daily carbon dioxide and water vapor fluxes from halfhourly measurements. The storage component of the carbon
flux is corrected and spikes are removed according to
Papale et al. [2006]. Days with low turbulent mixing are
filtered out using a threshold for friction velocity following
Reichstein et al. [2005]. Daily data are only used if 100%
of the respective half-hourly data were original or gapfilled with high confidence according to Reichstein et al.
[2005].
[16] IWUE* will represent different temporal resolutions
in the following depending on the underlying timescale of
interest, either on a daily scale using daily sums of GPP and
ET, and mean daylight VPD, or on an annual scale integrating GPP and ET, and averaging daylight VPD using the
data from available days within the growing season.
[17] To focus the analysis on transpiration rather than
bare soil evaporation and interception of the measured total
evapotranspiration, data from rainy days as well as the two
subsequent, postrainfall days were excluded from the analysis. This is based on the informed assumption that interception storage is largely depleted within 2 days following
rain events [Grelle et al., 1997], and that the contribution
of soil evaporation declines relatively rapidly following rain
events.
[18] GPP represents carboxylation rate minus photorespiration in this study. At night, NEE consists of all respiratory
processes except photorespiration. Accounting for the temperature sensitivity of this respiration component results in
the equivalent respiration during the day which is further
subtracted from daytime NEE to derive GPP [Reichstein et
al., 2005].
[19] A description of the 43 sites used in this study can be
found in Table 2. The sites are distributed throughout the
globe with highest density in Europe and lowest density in
the Southern Hemisphere. The sites cover a large climatic
range with mean annual air temperatures between 0 and 25°C
and annual precipitation from 440 to 3300 mm (Figure 1).
The main limitation to the usage of flux sites was the
availability of ancillary data describing the state of the
ecosystem (see section 2.4).
2.4. Ancillary Data
[20] In addition to micrometeorological and meteorological data, we used biological and ancillary data, such as
maximum leaf area index (LAI) and volumetric soil water
content at field capacity (Q).
[21] LAI is used to estimate maximum canopy light
interception (Foliage Projective Cover, FPC),
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Figure 1. Distribution of considered flux tower sites in the
temperature-precipitation space. See Table 2 and references
therein for a description of site characteristics and abbreviations of vegetation types.
according to the Lambert-Beer Law [Bouguer, 1729],
where k is assumed to be 0.7 for deciduous broad-leaved
forests, 0.5 for evergreen needle-leaved forests, and 0.4 for
herbs [Monsi and Saeki, 1953; Lambers et al., 1998]. Q is
derived following Cosby et al. [1984] by statistical relationships to the amount of sand, silt and clay as measured at
the sites.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. GPP  VPD Relations to ET at the Ecosystem Scale
[22] Figures 2 to 6 show typical relations between GPP
and ET, and between the product GPP  VPD and ET for
different ecosystems. In general, the relation between GPP
and ET is not as strong as the relation between GPP  VPD
and ET because in the latter case the nonlinear effect of
VPD on ET is taken into account (section 2.1). The
consideration of VPD improves the correlation coefficient
not only for selective site years but also for the majority of
site years (cf. histograms in Figure S11). These results
demonstrate that the intrinsic link between carbon and water
fluxes through stomatal conductance (section 2.1) also
exists at the ecosystem level and on an annual timescale.
Random error in the data is responsible for a large part of
the remaining scatter in the relationship between GPP 
VPD and ET. In addition, VPD has often been used as a
surrogate for water availability [e.g., Running et al., 2004],
but VPD and soil water content do not necessarily covary,
so some of the scatter may be due to VPD’s poor representation of water availability. Other possible influences on
IWUE* include the effect of temperature on the carboxylation rate [Larcher, 1969; Farquhar et al., 1980].
[23] ET alone is capable of predicting GPP  VPD
independent of global radiation (Rg), indicated by the color
scale in Figures 2 and 3. This predictive capability of ET
is also independent of air temperature (cf. color scale of
Figure 4). In general, photosynthesis is limited by availability of radiation, water, nutrients, and temperature and
1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2008GB003233.
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vapor pressure deficit. When radiation is not limiting and
water deficits exist, canopy conductance is adjusted to
balance atmospheric demand with rates of water uptake
and supply from soils, resulting in a decrease in GPP. On the
other hand, deficits in radiation, temperature or nutrient
supply that cause a decrease in GPP will lead to lower canopy
conductance and ET.
[24] The crossings of the axes by the regression line in
Figures 2 and 3 tell us more about plant functioning at
extreme environmental conditions. When VPD is very low
(humidity high), transpiration is similarly low, regardless
of GPP. This explains the positive crossing of the ordinate
by the regression line on the left. However, while taking
into account the VPD effect (right panel), GPP  VPD will
be close to zero in these cases, and only the bare soil
evaporation component of ET leads to a positive crossing
of the abscissa (negative crossing of the ordinate) by the
regression line.
[25] Interestingly, GPP  VPD relates to ET more nonlinearly for grasslands (Figures 2 and 4). Figure 4 shows
that increasing air temperature (color scale) leads to increasET
independent of global radiation
ing GPP relative to VPD
(Figure 2, color scale). A likely explanation is that high
decoupling of canopies from the atmosphere in herbaceous
ecosystems [Jarvis and McNaughton, 1986] makes the
approximation ei  ea = VPD invalid; it leads to lower
transpiration (higher ea) than would be expected from the
VPD values measured in the atmosphere.
[26] An extreme drought was experienced in Europe in
the summer of 2003, and two of our sites showed different
responses of WUE* and IWUE* to the drought. Annual
integral WUE* (ratio) was slightly lower in 2003 at the
deciduous broadleaved forest (DE-Hai; Figure 5) compared
to average conditions in 2001 (left panel). However, this
was not observed in the evergreen needle-leaved forest
(DE-Tha; Figure 6, left). GPP values on days with very low
soil water content in August (cf. color scale and number of
month) are not significantly higher than GPP values on days
with the same ET but higher soil water content (cf. isolines
in Figures 5 and 6, left). We thus conclude that there is not a
clear single effect of drought on WUE* on short to medium
timescales.
[27] In contrast to WUE*, IWUE* on an annual timescale
increases significantly in 2003 (Figures 5 and 6, right). Also,
GPP  VPD on days with low soil water content in August is
higher than the average for the respective ET under normal
soil moisture conditions. Hence, increasing IWUE* during
drought periods is observed consistently on daily to annual
timescales. These analyses show that the quite conservative
(only slightly decreasing) WUE* at DE-Hai reported by
Reichstein et al. [2007] can be explained by the increase in
IWUE*, which partly counteracts the detrimental effect of
increased VPD.
[28] Annual IWUE* results for each site year show that
year-to-year variability of IWUE* is about 1.5 (Tables S1
and S2; ratio of maximum and minimum IWUE*). This
finding is in agreement with the analyses of GPP as a
function of Gs for a Siberian Scots pine forest by Lloyd et
al. [2002] and for a Mopane woodland in southern Africa
by Arneth et al. [2006].
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Table 2. Characteristics of Flux Tower Sites Used in This Studya
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Lat

Long

ID

Veg

LAI

Soil

WUE*

IWUE*

Reference

47.12
51.31
50.55
50.31
2.61
49.87
49.53
53.63
54
47.29
31.52
51.10
50.95
51.08
50.89
50.96
50.45
39.35
61.85
69.14
67.36
48.67
44.71
45.64
45.64
43.74
46.69
47.84
41.90
41.85
41.70
46.01
44.69
45.20
42.39
51.97
52.17
52.76
64.11
36.61
45.20
29.75
15.44

11.32
4.52
4.74
6
60.21
125.29
124.90
106.2
105.12
7.7
122
10.91
13.51
10.45
13.52
13.57
11.46
0.32
24.3
27.3
26.64
7.07
0.77
2.74
2.74
3.63
19.60
19.73
13.61
13.59
12.38
11.05
11.09
9.06
11.92
4.93
5.74
16.31
19.46
97.49
68.74
82.16
167.19

AT-Neu
BE-Bra
BE-Lon
BE-Vie
BR-Ma2
CA-Ca2
CA-Ca3
CA-Oas
CA-Obs
CH-Oe1
CN-Do1
DE-Geb
DE-Gri
DE-Hai
DE-Kli
DE-Tha
DE-Wet
ES-ES1
FI-Hyy
FI-Kaa
FI-Sod
FR-Hes
FR-LBr
FR-Lq1
FR-Lq2
FR-Pue
HU-Bug
HU-Mat
IT-Amp
IT-Col
IT-Cpz
IT-MBo
IT-Non
IT-PT1
IT-Ro2
NL-Ca1
NL-Loo
PL-Wet
SE-Fla
US-ARM
US-Ho1
US-SP3
VU-Coc

GRA
MF
CRO
MF
EBF
ENF
ENF
DBF
ENF
GRA
GRA
CRO
GRA
DBF
CRO
ENF
ENF
ENF
ENF
WET
ENF
DBF
ENF
GRA
GRA
EBF
GRA
CRO
GRA
DBF
EBF
GRA
DBF
DBF
DBF
GRA
ENF
WET
ENF
CRO
ENF
ENF
EBF

6.5
3
5.3
5.1
4.7
2.2
3
2.1
3.8
4.85
5.13
4
4.8
6
9.7
7.6
4.75
2.63
2.1
0.7
1.2
7.6
4.8
3
3
2.9
2.5
4
2
5
3.5
2.88
1.7
3.5
3.9
11
2.2
2.5
3.4
2.05
5.7
1.94
5.65

0
3
0
5
6
3
1
10
1
0
0
0
0
10
0
5
1
3
3
0
2
8
2
0
0
7
0
0
0
8
2
0
11
1
7
0
2
0
1
0
1
2
10

3.79
3.99
2.83
5.08
2.82
3.06
3.53
3.41
3.05
2.86
2.62
4.02
4.35
5.31
3.58
4.55
5.42
2.77
3.61
1.23
2.82
4.51
2.63
2.75
2.42
3.14
2.1
2.32
3.16
6.07
3.51
3
3.15
2.98
3.54
2.29
3.77
1.73
2.66
1.57
3.98
2.35
3.17

25.94
26.71
17.35
33.91
29.6
24.26
19.65
28.18
21.77
17.88
19.15
27.39
31.17
29.37
25.01
32.4
26.17
20.27
22.68
4.58
15.6
42.71
29.47
18.79
16.36
30.61
19.53
17.05
21.45
43.39
30.61
13.99
36.56
27.91
41.54
20.58
19.77
12.24
17.88
18.76
34.5
22.08
30.33

Wohlfahrt et al. [2008a]
Carrara et al. [2004]
Moureaux et al. [2006]
Aubinet et al. [2002]
n.a.
Humphreys et al. [2005]
Jassal et al. [2008]
Krishnan et al. [2006]
Krishnan et al. [2008]
Ammann et al. [2007]
Wu et al. [2005]
Anthoni et al. [2004b]
Gilmanov et al. [2007]
Knohl et al. [2003; Kutsch et al., 2008]
n.a.
Grünwald and Bernhofer [2007]
Anthoni et al. [2004a]
Sanz et al. [2004]
Suni et al. [2003]
Aurela et al. [2004]
Thum et al. [2007]
Granier et al. [2000]
Berbigier et al. [2001]
Allard et al. [2007]
Allard et al. [2007]
Rambal et al. [2003]
Nagy et al. [2007]
Nagy et al. [2007]
Wohlfahrt et al. [2008b]
Valentini et al. [1996]
Tirone et al. [2003]
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
Tedeschi et al. [2006]
Jacobs et al. [2007]
Dolman et al. [2002]
n.a.
Lindroth et al. [2007]
Fischer et al. [2007]
Hollinger et al. [2004]
Clark et al. [2004]
Roupsard et al. [2006]

a
The number in the first column is used in Figures 7 and 8 to indicate the sites. The station ID consists of two characters describing the country and
3 characters as abbreviation for the site name (cf. http://www.fluxnet.ornl.gov/fluxnet/index.cfm). Also shown are coordinates, vegetation class (EBF =
evergreen broad-leaved forest, DBF = deciduous broad-leaved forest, ENF = evergreen needle-leaved forest, MF = mixed forest, GRA = grassland, CRO =
cropland, WET = wetland), maximum leaf area index, soil texture type for forests according to [Cosby et al., 1984] (otherwise 0), mean WUE* [g C/kg
H2O], mean IWUE* [g C  hPa/kg H2O], and a reference to site characteristics.

3.2. Among-Site Variability of Water Use Efficiency
[29] Annual IWUE* varies by a factor of about three
among forests and herbaceous ecosystems (ordinates in
Figures 7 and 8). Although IWUE* is higher for deciduous
broad-leaved forests than evergreen needle-leaved forests
(Figure 7; see also regression coefficients in equations (10)
and (11)), dominant plant functional types are not sufficient
to explain all of this high variation. For example, there are
large differences in IWUE* among the sites SE-Fla, DE-Wet,
and DE-Tha which all are dominated by Norway spruce.
[30] IWUE* is correlated with volumetric soil water
content at field capacity (Q) and FPC (Figure 7). The
relation between IWUE* and maximum LAI is a halfsaturation type function and after linearization to FPC
(section 2.4), a bivariate regression to both Q and FPC

results in a coefficient of determination of 0.6. The respective linear equation is estimated to
IWUE * ¼ 25:4  Q þ 25  FPC


R2 ¼ 0:56; p < 0:001; N ¼ 26 :

ð9Þ

[31] This linear equation is assumed to pass the (0, 0)
point because GPP has to be zero without any light
absorption or water-holding capacity. The respective linear
equations for deciduous broad-leaved forests (equation (10))
and for evergreen needle-leaved forests alone (equation (11))
are, however, estimated to
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Figure 2. Relationship between (left) GPP and ET and between (right) GPP  VPD and ET for a
grassland site (FR-Lq2), a wetland site (FI-Kaa), and an evergreen needle-leaved forest site (DE-Tha) on
a daily basis. Also shown is the correlation coefficient, the slope of the linear fit between these variables,
the ratio of annual sums (GPP, ET) or means (daylight VPD) according to equation (7), and the global
radiation on the color scale. The p values of all regressions are below the 0.1% significance level. More
sites are shown in Figure 3.

IWUE * ¼ 10:2  Q þ 33:7  FPC

R2 ¼ 0:57; p < 0:002; N ¼ 13 :

ð11Þ

The differences in the regression coefficients indicate a strong
correlation of IWUE* to FPC for evergreen needle-leaved
forests and a strong effect of Q on IWUE* for deciduous
broad-leaved forests. Herbaceous ecosystems (C3) also show
the half-saturation relationship to LAI (Figure 8), i.e., the
linear relationship to FPC, and interestingly, the coefficient
(25.6) is similar to that of all forests (25, equation (9)).
[32] The right panels of Figures 7 and 8 show the validation
of the regression models applying for all data points the

highest subset of the data set without the point under
consideration (leave-one-out method). The RMSE for both
models are only about 5 g C/kg H2O  hPa.
3.3. Overall Discussion
[33] The concept of intrinsic water use efficiency, meaning
carbon assimilation per unit stomatal conductance, is useful
for characterizing different physiological responses of plant
functional types to environmental changes. Because carbon
assimilation is proportional to GPP (dark respiration being
the difference), measurements of carbon and water fluxes by
means of the eddy covariance technique can be used to
approximate intrinsic water use efficiency at the ecosystem
level (inherent water use efficiency, IWUE*).
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for a deciduous broad-leaved forest site (IT-Ro2) and an evergreen
broad-leaved forest site (BR-Ma2) on a daily basis.
[34] In this study, IWUE* was computed as the product
of GPP (derived from NEE partitioning) and VPD divided
by ET (derived from latent heat measurements). In doing so,
ET
VPD is a proxy for canopy conductance if the canopy is well
coupled to the atmosphere, boundary layer resistance is
small, and leaf temperature is similar to air temperature.
Herbaceous canopies, however, are more decoupled from
the atmosphere than forests [Jarvis and McNaughton,
1986], thus possibly VPD > ei  ea. Hence, IWUE* could
be overestimated for grasslands and croplands. On the other
hand, higher leaf than air temperatures would lead to higher
ei within the canopy, thus possibly VPD < ei  ea while ea
remains constant, leading to potential underestimation of

IWUE* for herbaceous ecosystems. The bias introduced
by the approximation of VPD
ei  ea is unlikely to be
responsible for the correlations between mean annual
IWUE* and LAI or Q.
[35] In section 2.1, we suggested that latent heat flux from
the eddy covariance technique could be used in conjunction
with meteorological measurements to derive surface conductance (Gs) by the Penman-Monteith equation [e.g.,
Irvine et al., 2004] for calculation of WUE*i as GPP/Gs.
This approach was not applied in this study because our
aim was to derive as simple as possible a representation of
intrinsic water use efficiency for future extrapolation of GPP
according to Beer et al. [2007]. By using the ratio of annual

Figure 4. Same relationships as in Figure 2 for a grassland site (FR-Lq2) but with air temperature on the
color scale. The p values of both regressions are below the 0.1% significance level.
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Figure 5. Relationship between (left) GPP and ET and between (right) GPP  VPD and ET for a
temperate deciduous broad-leaved forest located in eastern Germany on a daily basis in 2001 (average
conditions) and 2003 (extreme drought in August). Also shown is the correlation coefficient, the slope of
the linear fit between these variables, the ratio of annual sums (GPP, ET) or means (daylight VPD)
according to equation (7), volumetric soil water content of the upper 20 cm on the color scale, and the
month of the observations. The p values of all regressions are below the 0.1% significance level.
GPP and gs, however, the main findings of this study do not
change, and, more importantly correlation coefficients do
not improve (data not shown).
[36] Latent energy measured at flux towers comprises three
sources of water flux, interception, bare soil evaporation, and
transpiration. In this study, our sole interest is transpiration.
Therefore, we only use data during days without rainfall if
the two previous days were also rain-free. In doing so, we
greatly reduce the nontranspiration flux with the exception
of wetlands where soil evaporation will still be significant.
Hence, IWUE* of wetlands presented in Figure 8 are
expected to be systematically too low. On the other hand,
ET is dominated by transpiration in dense forests.
[37] WUEi is a conservative variable in the sense that it
varies only slightly under constant environmental conditions and for a specific plant [Schulze and Hall, 1982].
[38] At the ecosystem level, however, LAI influences
IWUE*. Canopy closure at high LAIs reduces the amount
of radiation reaching the ground and thus reduces soil
evaporation. In addition, it leads to higher radiation use
efficiency at the ecosystem level because it sets the upper
limit to photosynthesis and allows a more efficient optimization of nutrients and enzymes within the canopy.
[39] Photosynthetic capacity and stomatal conductance
respond differently to leaf water potential which causes a
hysteresis in the sense that after surviving a drought period,

photosynthesis increases more than stomatal conductance
[Schulze and Hall, 1982; Gallé and Feller, 2007]. This
leads to increased WUEi on monthly to annual timescales.
The insight from leaf-level experiments is reproduced at the
ecosystem level through an analysis of daily IWUE*
(Figures 5 and 6) which is also in agreement with inferences
from carbon isotope discrimination [Fessenden and Ehleringer,
2003; Lai et al., 2005; Ponton et al., 2006].
[40] Replacing time with space, the correlation of mean
annual IWUE* to volumetric soil water content at field
capacity (Q) found in this study leads to the hypothesis that
other processes at the ecosystem level override the shortterm response of IWUE*. For instance, maximum CO2
assimilation as a function of canopy conductance was found
to saturate earlier after plants experienced a drought
[Schulze and Hall, 1982]. This memory effect could be
responsible for an impact of the frequency of drought events
on average IWUE*. It would be interesting to study speciesdependent differences of such saturation points. Does
maximum CO2 assimilation as a function of canopy conductance saturate earlier for Pinus than for Picea trees? To
test this hypothesis, we would require much longer time
series of observations in which several severe drought
events are recorded.
[41] The observation of a higher correlation between
IWUE* and Q for deciduous forests leads to the hypothesis
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for a temperate evergreen needle-leaved forest located in eastern
Germany. The p values of both regressions are below the 0.1% significance level.
that soil water availability affects phenology and LAI,
which strongly influences transpiration and GPP.
[42] The empirical correlation between IWUE* and Q does
not necessarily prove a relationship with soil moisture, i.e., a
potential long-term decrease in IWUE* with increasing
drought events. Soil texture, used here to derive Q, may
determine the nitrogen mineralization rate thus nutrient
availability of plants. Nutrient limitation of GPP may partly

explain low IWUE* values at sites with low clay content.
This hypothesis could be proven by including information
on leaf and soil nitrogen content in the multivariate regression in section 3.2.
[43] It is important to note that the relationship between
IWUE* and Q found in this analysis exists independent of
any LAI effect (multivariate regression), particulary for
deciduous broad-leaved forests (cf. equations (10) and (11)).

Figure 7. (left) IWUE* following equation (7) as a function of soil moisture at field capacity at forest
sites (1996 – 2006 average). Color scheme shows the maximum LAI at the sites. See Table 2 and
references therein for a description of site characteristics and vegetation types. (right) Validation of the
bivariate linear regression IWUE* = f(Q, FPC) by leaving one out each time. Shown is the root mean
square difference and the regression between observed and modeled values. The regression line (solid) is
compared to the 1:1 line (dashed).
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Figure 8. (left) IWUE* as a function of maximum LAI for C3 herbaceous ecosystems. See Table 2 and
references therein for a description of site characteristics. (right) Validation of the nonlinear model
IWUE* = f(LAI) by leaving one out each time. Shown is the root mean square difference and the
regression between observed and modeled values. The regression line (solid) is compared to the 1:1
line (dashed).
This means that the additional effect of soil water status
on allocation patterns and hence LAI [Grier and Running,
1977] is already taken into account. However, the effect of
drought on IWUE* via allocation patterns can become
important with respect to future climate change. Therefore,
mechanistic models of canopy photosynthesis [e.g., Baldocchi
and Bowling, 2003; Ogeé et al., 2003] possibly coupled to
biogeography models are required to quantify changes in
the coupling of terrestrial carbon and water fluxes under
changing environmental conditions.
[44] To predict long-term effects of climate change on the
terrestrial carbon balance, dynamic global vegetation models
of biogeography and biogeochemistry are used to estimate
transient plant functional types and their associated carbon
and water budgets [Prentice et al., 2007]. Water use efficiency
is one way to ensure appropriate coupling of carbon dioxide
and water vapor exchange in such models, if water use
efficiency can be mapped or estimated via correlation with
easily measured environmental variables. Equations (9) to
(11) provide a possibility for this purpose. They allow the
spatial extrapolation of IWUE* by using gridded LAI and soil
texture data. In a next step, spatial details of WUE* can be
derived by applying gridded VPD data.
[45] The analysis here dealt with several sources of
uncertainties, such as (1) definition of LAI and related
measurement practices, (2) classification of soil texture type
for later deduction of field capacity, (3) possible missing
energy closure due to underestimation of latent energy,
(4) possible bias in extrapolating dark respiration during
night to dark respiration during the day for GPP inference,
and (5) inclusion of bare soil evaporation in measured ET.
[46] Regarding the flux data, we were able to use a
standardized data processing scheme and a large number
of sites thanks to the FLUXNET project. Therefore, we
expect little impact of these uncertainties on the overall
findings. However, in forests the additional estimation of
transpiration by sapflow measurements [Granier, 1987]
would allow investigating the uncertainty related to the
water balance [e.g., Reichstein et al., 2002; Irvine et al.,
2004]. GPP uncertainty due to the flux partitioning method

was found to be low [Desai et al., 2008]. More critically,
we expect high uncertainties in state variables such as LAI
and percent clay and silt. First, definitions may be nonstandardized, e.g., LAI measurements are sometimes adjusted
by a clumping coefficient [e.g., Law et al., 2001], or effects of
branches on the measurements are not taken into account.
Second, measurements of these state variables may not be
representative of the tower footprint [Göckede et al., 2007].

4. Conclusions
[47] The observation of carbon and water exchanges
between a terrestrial ecosystem and the atmosphere by
means of the eddy covariance technique is suited to derive
proxies of intrinsic water use efficiency at the ecosystem
and various timescales (inherent water use efficiency,
ET
is a hydrological measure that approximates
IWUE*). VPD
surface conductance at the ecosystem level. It reliably
explains GPP at the ecosystem level independent of temperature or the amount of global radiation. IWUE* increased during a short-term drought period. In contrast,
among-site variability of mean IWUE* was proportional to
soil moisture at field capacity in forests independent of the
half-saturating relationship to LAI, with differences between evergreen needle-leaved and deciduous broad-leaved
forests. In herbaceous ecosystems, we only observed a
correlation between IWUE* and LAI.
[48] These empirical findings indicate that different mechanisms are important for the ecosystem response to drought
on different temporal scales. Rapid increases in IWUE*
could be overridden on annual to decadal timescales.
Decreasing soil moisture could lead to decreasing LAI
through changing allocation patterns or decreasing maximum CO2 assimilation as a function of canopy conductance. The consequence would be a decreasing IWUE*. In
addition, the resulting increase of soil evaporation or runoff
relative to transpiration potentially further decreased soil
water availability to plants thus accelerating the effects on
LAI and maximum CO2 assimilation which would be a
positive feedback mechanism.
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[49] The empirical relationships to state variables like
canopy light interception and soil moisture at field capacity
allow an extrapolation of mean IWUE* to the entire land
surface by using vegetation indices such as LAI derived
from remote sensing observations. Such data-driven spatial
details of IWUE* will enable a novel and important
evaluation of process-based terrestrial ecosystem models
and offers the potential for a diagnostic extrapolation of
GPP to entire watersheds.
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